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ABSTRACT: 

 Distributed generation is a very good alternative solution to overcome the economical, technical and environmental 

shortcomings of conventional power system and shortage of power in conventional power system. Penetration of 

distributed generation in the power system has very much impact on structure of the main grid and on operation and 

planning of traditional power system; it increases the complexity of control, protection and maintenance of the 

micro grid. The micro grid is small scale energy network system, having number of small scale generation, e.g. wind 

forms, photovoltaic generation system, bio-gas generation system, small hydro etc., electronic interface, load and 

ancillary facilities. Power output control of micro sources is needed to control the flow of real and reactive power 

between source and load in a micro grid in order to maintain the reliability, power quality, stability and balance of 

supply. It is desired that micro grid should work within acceptable power quality limits. Analysis of micro grid 

operation and its control, stability of control, non uniform dynamics of devices needs shifting of operating pointing 

on P-Q curve of either device. Reactive power supply should have a value that is at least capable of alleviating the 

voltage sags. Few methods suggested by different authors are presented in this paper for the same purpose.  

 

INDEX TERMS: micro grid, micro source, surge module, P-Q control, voltage source inv 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Demand for electricity has increased more and more during last few years in developed and 

developing countries, which has increased stress on main grid putting forward the challenge for larger 

amount of power generation and for its transmission as well. Some factors like worldwide increase in 

environmental concern, awareness for global warming, emphasis on reduction of greenhouse gases, 

depleting amount of fossil fuels, its storage and pollution produced by fossil fuels, have drawn attention 

of policy makers of different nations to think in this direction and to promote distributed generation. 

Deregulation policies encourage establishment of smaller generating plants with power rating less than a 

few tens of kilowatt [1].  

 When distributed generation feeds local load along with intermediate storage units, it forms a micro grid. 

Micro grid can provide heat and power to the neighbouring area. It is treated as controllable 

load/generator by the main grid, if connected to it[2]. Design of micro grid can be planned to meet 

particular needs of the customer, like, escalating local reliability by providing continuous power supply, 

following local voltages , correcting voltage sags, and increasing efficiency by decreasing feeder losses 

and making use of waste heat. Thus micro grid has ability to supply domestic load demand in an isolated 

mode and can be connected to main grid through a controllable power electronic interface [3]. Merits of 

micro grid can be counted as: lower emission, lower cost, comparably low transmission and distribution 

losses, flexibility due to small size and shorter construction time[4]. 

Microgrid is expected to remain operational after isolation and meet the corresponding load requirements 

during autonomous operation. Almost all microsources are connected to the grid through the inverters to 
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achieve flexibility of control and to overcome mismatch between their output and the AC grid, due to 

which direct connection is not possible. This results in lack of system inertia[5]. Since microgrid is 

having very less inertia and is electronic- dominant in nature therefore its isolated operation is based on 

control of converters/inverters which connect storage devices and microsources of synchronized output to 

the low voltage grid. Therefore procurement of a steady functioning in isolated mode of microgrid 

depends on inverter control of storage devices or that of microsources. Control strategy has to make sure 

that changeover to a new steady state after some disturbances is to be carried out in a precise way so that 

deviations or oscillations in the power flow are confined within specified limits [6][7]. 
 

 

II. MICRO GRID ARCHITECTURE: 
 

 

They form the basic architecture of Micro grid: 

1. Micro sources 

2. Load 

3. Surge module 

4. Power electronic interface 

5. MGCC 

 

Components which constitute the micro grid can be physically close to each other or can be distributed 

geographically. Overall efficiency of the system can be increased by using combined heat and power 

system. 
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Fig. 1 Architecture of a micro grid 
 

 

Figure shows the basic architecture of a micro grid. Following are the main parts of a typical micro grid 
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A. MICRO SOURCES:  

 

Micro sources provide power demand to loads through feeder. They can be divided as active 

sources and passive sources (also storage device also acts as a source). Sources are connected to the grid 

through inverters, their reactive power output can be regulated easily, but active power output is 

comparatively difficult to regulate. Active sources like fuel cell and micro gas turbine, can generate active 

power, but dynamics of control of this active power ranges from seconds to tens of seconds, so that load 

cannot be balanced in short time. Passive sources are generally clean sources (viz. solar PV and wind in 

above example), they also generate active power but intermittent nature of input prevents them from 

giving a constant output, therefore to provide fixed output they need a storage, which will help passive 

sources to regulate their active power quickly and balance the load in short time[8]. It is needed that all 

micro sources should have uniform dynamic performances, but since they do not have, they are equipped 

with surge modules. 

 

B. LOAD: 
 

      The connected load may be critical or non critical, critical loads need uninterrupted supply and 

perfect power quality, whereas non critical loads can be shed off during emergency operation or as per 

operating conditions 
 

C. SURGE MODULE : 
 

      Energy storage is the greatest support system for micro grid to increase its reliability, to 

overcome intermittent power production and slow reaction times of some of the sources. i. e. when there 

is no generation because of unpredictable nature of most of the sources, a device is needed which can 

store energy and deliver it as and when required. Number of energy storage technologies are developed 

.different energy sources give different power density 
 

 Batteries :- Batteries are most widely used as storage device .they provide high power density and 

low energy density, Li-ion, NaS and NiCd batteries represent the leading technologies. 

 Super capacitors: - These are portable storage devices used in electronic and automobile industry. 

They provide high power density and low energy density. they can be used to battery supplement, 

problem with them is of self discharge 

 Superconducting magnetic energy storage: - In this storage of energy is in the magnetic field of a 

dc current flowing through a superconductor. 1-10 MW SMES devices are available and used in 

good power quality applications. 

  Kinetic energy storage: - Energy is stored in the form of kinetic energy in a rotating cylinder 

supported by magnetic bearings and operating in vacuum to eliminate frictional losses. They are 

both high energy density and high power density devices, main disadvantage is its cost. 

 Thermal storage: - Energy is stored in materials called phase changer salts e.g. eutectic salts. This 

gives improved system integration and has enhanced market application. 

 

D.   POWER ELECTRONICS INTERFACE: 
 

Different types of micro sources that are used in micro grid have time constants in varying range 

from hundreds of seconds to tens of mille seconds, therefore some power electronics interface is needed 

which includes a surge module and a power conditioner. It is activated during fast load changes to provide 
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instantaneous power difference between load and micro source to ensure that load demand is provided 

with high power quality. 

 
 

Fig.2 Power electronics interface in a Microgrid 
 

 

D. MGCC:  
 

A microgrid central controller is installed at LV side of a MV/LV substation, which manages the microgrid 

operation at upper level through crucial management functions both technical and economical. At second 

hierarchical level each microsource and storage unit has its local controller and electrical loads is controlled by load 

controller [5]. MGCC provides technical information and set points to source and load controllers. Communication 

infrastructure is also small owing to small geographical area. Communication can be through power line carrier 

communication or wireless. 
 

 

III. CONTROL STRATEGIES 
 

Control can be decentralized at different levels or can be hierarchical. In hierarchical control MGCC 

(microgrid central controller) is the main controller which controls the action of every components of 

micro grid[9]. 

The control of micro grid can be thought of two levels: the locally unit control of micro sources and the 
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globe control for the whole grid. Current works on unit control are mainly concentrating on micro sources 

connected to grid by inverter, which controls their active power and reactive power (P and Q) by the slope 

control, a P-frequency curve and a Q-voltage curve determine their output of P and Q. 

A micro grid is in many ways like a conventional power system, multiple sources and storage facilities 

resemble with multiple generators of power system to participate in frequency and voltage regulation and 

share the total active and reactive power demand. In case of conventional power system this function is 

performed by speed governors and voltage regulators of individual unit, depending upon their 'active 

power-frequency' and 'reactive power-voltage' control characteristics [10]. These characteristics are 

known as droop curves. In the same way in a micro grid if a single power source is there, frequency and 

voltage of the system can be determined simply by its droop curve by its active and reactive power 

output. But if multiple sources are there then all have to contribute by sharing the load according to their 

individual droop curves. This principle of control is transferred to control of battery inverters, and power 

sources which are capable of regulating their active and reactive power output. 

A voltage source inverter has the capability to react to power system disturbances as per the voltage and 

current magnitude information available at its terminals 
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         Fig 3(a)-frequency-active power (f-p) droop characteristics 
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IV. MODES OF OPERATION 
 

 

A. SINGLE MASTER OPERATION AND MULTI MASTER OPERATION: 

 

    Single master operation: - in this mode a single VSI inverter associated with energy storage 

device is the master, it provides the frequency reference. Most of the sources are connected to the network 

through inverters to give P-Q control. 

Multi master operation: - in this mode of operation there are number of inverters which operate as VSI 

with a pre defined frequency/active power and voltage/reactive power droop, few inverters may operate in 

P-Q control mode. 
 

 

B. STANDALONE OR INTERCONNECTED: 
 

 

    A micro grid supplied by distributed energy resources can operate in the grid connected mode or 

isolated mode. In the grid connected mode it either draws or supplies power to the main grid depending 

upon the load and contract policies and act as controllable generator or load[11]. In case when a power 

quality event occurs in the main grid or due to intentional islanding plan ( for maintenance purpose or 

during supply interruption in the main grid network ), micro grid can separate from the main grid and 

shift to isolated mode of operation[12].  
 

After disconnection from main grid micro grid has to face with the following issues:-- 

 Voltage and frequency management :-- when the micro grid is working in grid connected mode 

then system voltage and frequency are determined by the main grid but when working in isolated 

mode it is the micro grid which has to set and maintain new system voltage and frequency 

 Problem of voltage instability may occur due to bidirectional power flow, also it is difficult to 

obtain and maintain reactive power equilibrium, because small and medium size asynchronous 

generators which are mostly used in a micro grid are not capable of supplying reactive power. 

therefore a micro grid finds it difficult to control the voltage in isolated mode 

 Interventions of power electronics equipments sometimes deliver reactive power and contribute 

higher harmonics to the grid. Micro grid have number of power electronic devices along with 

possible non linear loads, ready to distort voltage waveform. Rules IEC-61000-2-2 and EN 50160 

define that total harmonic distortion of supply voltage including harmonics up to 40
th
 order 

should be less than 8% for a low voltage network. 

 While working in island mode problem is to manage a balance between generation and demand, 

in case of inadequate supply, demand side management should be implemented. Also there 

should be enough storage capacity and proper control to ensure initial balance after an abrupt 

change in supply or demand. 

 It is desired that micro grid should work within acceptable power quality limits. Reactive power 

supply should have a value that is at least capable of alleviating the voltage sags 

Power quality and instability problems are generally solved by hardware applications e.g. using 

power factor improvement devices and shunt active power filters power with storage unit  

 Control of micro grid also depends on type of source, owners of grid and combination of source 

and storage 

 Problem of spinning reserve occurs, which is not there in conventional power system, slow 

response of micro sources should be compensated by quick action of power electronic interface 
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and storage devices. 

 Along with control infrastructure communication between different components should be 

reliable so that micro grid has a plug and play architecture 

The severity of these problems depend on operating conditions before isolation, the type of event 

that has initiated isolation, the type of microsources being used in the microgrid . 

 

C. POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS: 
 

 

Wen LIU etal have proposed [13] the solution based on regulation of node voltage in a small 

range near rated voltage, with constant frequency and small change in node voltage, power quality is 

improved. They suggested a distributed control strategy to set equilibrium between active and reactive 

power of an isolated microgrid. An active source will regulate its node voltage through the output of its 

active power, in order to maintain the long term voltage level of microgrid, while short term voltage level 

can be maintained by storage sources. The sources whose active power output can not be controlled will 

inject their all their energy absorbed from outside world.. 

S. Kawachi et al have suggested [14] cascaded state of charge control method to control energy storage 

system with their state of charge for power compensation with less energy capacity 

This method uses feature of cascade control that uses fast DG’s reference is dependent on slower DG’s 

output, where DG’s are organised according to their output power response characteristics. Problem of 

interference between DG’s can be avoided by cascaded control. State of charge control of energy storage 

system is done because storage has limited capacity and cannot provide unlimited charge discharge. This 

paper presents compensation of ess soc’s is achieved by artificial biases made by upper DG. 

Yun Wei Li et al [15] proposed a power control strategy for LV microgrid where traditional voltage and 

frequency control droop method becomes impractical to adopt because of unequal impedance among 

distributed generation, microgrid load locations and mainly resistive line impedance. The proposed 

strategy contains a virtual inductor(to prevent coupling between real and reactive powers) at the 

interfacing inverter output and an accurate power control and sharing algorithm with consideration of 

both  impedance voltage drop. Also the online estimated 

Effect and DG local load effect 

 Geogarkis et al [7] suggested the control technique in which the storage device and micro sources which 

are capable of regulating their output switch to droop control when micro grid islands. These devices will 

control the voltage and frequency of the micro grid. The resulting voltage and frequency are determined 

by their droop characteristics 

 Laaksonen et al proposed [16] that all microsources remain in P-Q control mode and the storage device 

shifts to droop control when the microgrid islands. The droop control of storage inverter, regulates the 

microgrid voltage by controlling the output reactive power, this droop relationship is proposed due to 

resistive nature of the LV network and this type of control is known as reverse droop control. 

According to J. Pecas [17] when the microgrid islands the storage device behaves like a synchronous 

generator : it performs secondary control actions to restore voltage and frequency to prior values. 

Secondary action involves shifting of the droop characteristics 

According to Hannu Laaksonen [18] L-C-L filters should be used units in a micro grid, so that amount of 

current harmonics fed to the micro grid are reduced, also higher order harmonics near switching 

frequency are reduced to avoid possible resonate with the system impedance and result into total voltage 

collapse. this can be achieved by using adaptive switching frequency with the converter. Secondly amount 

of thyristor rectifier loads connected directly to micro grid should be 15 to 20 % of the total load. IGBT 
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component based converters must be preferred. Paper also suggests that space vector modulation could be 

used instead of pulse width modulation and in control system of converter use of negative sequence 

filtering is advantageous in case of unsymmetrical faults and unbalanced load to reduce voltage and 

current total harmonic distortion. Practically the phases in the micro grid are more or less unbalanced 

According to S. Chakraborti [19] using high frequency in a micro grid can help in achieving better 

utilization of micro grid. The proposed structure uses single phase 500 Hz buses as link between source 

and load and grid 

Power flow and power quality issues are solved by using p-q theory based two active filters –universal 

power line conditioner and unified power quality conditioner, which are used to compensate for current 

and voltage harmonics and to control active and reactive power flow from/through micro grid 

respectively. Both these filters have same basic blocks –shunt and series active filters but control of their 

functionalities (algorithms) are different. 

Advantages of high frequency ac micro grid are elimination of higher order harmonics, reduction in size 

of power transformer and other passive circuit components and harmonic filters for batteries. Apart from 

traditional batteries Storage such as flywheel becomes an alternative. High frequency induction motors 

can be used. Fluorescent lighting will experience improvement. Use of high frequency is beneficial in 

military and aircraft application 

                      
 

V.  CONCLUSION 
 

 Planned operation in isolated or autonomous mode is being given very much importance by 

utilities everywhere, because by improving downtime it increases supply security and reliability of the 

network In this paper those problems which occur while micro grid is connected to main grid or works 

alone , are discussed , along with their solutions which are already proposed by different authors in their 

respective papers, some of them with simulations and results. Analysis of microgrid operation and its 

control, stability of control, non uniform dynamics of devices needs shifting of operating pointing on P-Q 

curve of either device. Paper has paid attention mainly to P-Q control of microsource and storage device, 

further studies needed for development of a smart microprocessor based controller. 
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